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Background 
 

Urban flooding as a result of high-intensity rain events is common in many cities. This is also the 

case in the Accra Metropolitan Area where the rapid and extensive urban development of recent 

years has increased the frequency and severity of urban flooding because many natural water 

ways have been partly blocked or restrained by new houses and infrastructure.  

The objective of the CLIMACCESS Work Package C is to spatially analyze the vulnerability of the 

transport system within the context of the current urban development practices and the rapid 

urban expansion using novel applications of GIS network tools. The aim is to analyze how and 

where flooding events directly affect the transport network by reducing or temporarily removing 

network connectivity at certain locations, and how this further affects levels of mobility and 

accessibility in different urban areas. 

While flooding in the urban areas presents numerous problems for the affected urban population, 

this report focus specifically on GIS-based methods for analyzing the effects that floods potentially 

have on the overall physical mobility within Accra. In this context, the mobility is defined as  daily 

or frequent trips to specific other parts of the urban region and to central Accra which is common 

to many residents' livelihood strategies.  

By linking GIS-based mobility/accessibility analysis with the flood predictions maps resulting from 

CLIMACCESS Work Package B we are able to produce new ‘vulnerability maps’ of the transport 

network in different parts of the city area as well as spatial predictions of accessibility and mobility 

levels under future flood scenarios.  

In this way, the described spatial analysis methods can assist in the identification of vulnerable 

‘gateway’ locations in the Accra area that are characterized by a high risk of flooding as well as a 

position in the transport system that affects the mobility of a large part of the population. The 

methods can furthermore be applied to assess how the magnitude of the rain events influences 

the mobility situation. 

The report details how to produce maps that show where floods are most likely affect the 

transportation network and to calculate the cost in terms of number of potentially affected people 



for each individual flood location. This information is relevant for infrastructure planning and 

decisions about where to initiate efforts to reduce the frequency and magnitude of flooding.  

 

Calculation of potential mobility loss 
 

The main objective of this technical report is to describe methods for a) calculating the importance 

of urban locations (road links) for facilitating daily mobility and b) mapping the intersections of 

these mobility-critical locations and the flood prone locations (see separate CLIMACCESS metho-

dology report). 

In the report we describe the application and first results of a GIS-based strategy for calculating 

the potential overall "mobility loss” for every road segment in case of flooding. The mobility loss 

generated by a specific flooded road segment is estimated based on the number of people that 

potentially use that road segment for daily transportation. 

Distributed traffic count data are, however, not readily available for the Accra area, and other 

methods must therefore be applied to estimate the traffic flow on each road. In this study we 

apply a modified and expanded version of the so-called Betweenness-Centrality measure which is 

related to the topological properties of a network, in this case the road network of Accra. 

In its original form Betweenness-Centrality is defined for a given node or link in a network as the 

number of least-cost paths between all possible node pairs in the network which will pass through 

the specific node (Freeman 1977). Several studies have analyzed how centrality measures, 

especially Betweenness-Centrality can be applied to explain and predict traffic flow (Gao et al. 

2013; Kirkley et al. 2018; Kazerani and Winter 2009b, 2009a; de Abreu Batista and Cetertich 

Bazzan 2015; Ye, Wu, and Fan 2016; Henry et al. 2019; Akbarzadeh et al. 2017; Jayasinghe, Sano, 

and Nishiuchi 2015; Wu et al. 2020; S. Zhao, Zhao, and Cui 2017; Sharifi 2019; P.X. Zhao and Zhao 

2016; Furno et al. 2017) and also to estimate 'criticality' for network resilience (Akbarzadeh et al. 

2017). It is widely concluded that Betweenness-Centrality in its original definition and applied for 

the total road network has major limitations in this context (Ye, Wu, and Fan 2016).  

A main consideration is that the measures rely only on topological network properties and do not 

take travel demand generating factors (such as commuting between center and periphery) nor any 

form of distance-decay properties specifically into account. Another major limitation is the non-

inclusion of "real world" route impedance such as physical distance, time distance and other 

factors related to the specific route choices.  

Several studies have presented attempts to modify the basic Betweenness-Centrality measure, 

including the study by Ye, Wu, and Fan (2016), which includes demand side mobility patterns to 

better reflect the traffic flow, and the study of Gao et al. (2013) in which the distribution of 

"human activities" is included in the centrality-based modeling.  

Adding to these studies, the current study proposes a strategy to substantially expand and 

augment the basic Betweenness-Centrality measure to better reflect the on-site conditions of 

Accra by incorporating both population distribution and actual time-cost distances within the 



network. This is expected to provide a more realistic computation of least-cost routes and, hence, 

an improved estimation of the average traffic load on each road (hereafter abbreviated to RL). The 

travel generating factors are implemented using a set of Origin-Destination points that reflects 

where people live and where their primary commuting targets are located. The speed levels for 

time-cost calculations are based on the recorded values in the two prior studies, Møller-Jensen, 

Kofie, and Allotey (2012) and Andreasen and Møller-Jensen (2017). 

The following parts describe the data requirements and steps of a GIS-based methodology that is 

able to both establish the RL values for each road and compute the intersections with flood prone 

localities. All datasets are displayed in the CLIMACCESS project's data portal (ign.ku.dk/CLIM-

ACCESS) 

 

Input data layers and preparations 
 

Blue Spot depth at specific rain events 

This cell-based data set has been computed within the CLIMACCESS Work Package B, based on 

relevant digital elevation models (see also  WP-B technical report). It maps where the water will 

accumulate in so-called Blue Spots inside each catchment area according to the terrain (slopes and 

sinks) and the precipitation levels. The cell values of the raster layer indicate the modelled water 

depths in a situation where X mm rain has fallen uniformly over the Accra area. Flood depth maps 

have been computed for levels between 30mm and 120mm rain. All flood maps can be accessed 

from the CLIMACCESS Flood Data Portal, see also fig. 1 

 

FIGURE 1. BLUE SPOT MAPS FOR VARIOUS RAIN LEVELS 



Population distribution  

A detailed, spatial population model of the Accra agglomeration has been established based on 

the latest census data currently available (2010) and maps of the Enumeration Areas (EA), see 

figure 2. This dataset was not available in a final form from any authoritative sources and the 

process required extensive data checking and the creation of additional links between census 

database and EA maps. This population map is required for modelling the urban transport flows in 

order to assess the impacts and severity of local flood events that influences the infrastructure. 

 

FIGURE 2. POPULATION DISTRIBUTION DATA 

 

Population distribution represented in network node points  

In order to operationalize the network-based GIS analysis it is technically necessary to convert the 

polygon map of enumeration areas into a point representation of the population distribution. The 

selected method applies GIS analysis to identify the network node point that is located closest to 

the center of gravity (centroid) point of the polygon. By selecting network node points as 

population reference points we can avoid some issues with the subsequent network analysis flow, 

and the imprecision created by this solution is assumed to be negligible given the scale of analysis. 

The corresponding population of the EA should be represented as a "weight" attribute of the 

population point layer. Figure 2 shows the 4608 EA's that have been linked to the census data. A 

reduced dataset (to speed up processing) in which all population is represented in 892 uniformly 

distributed node points has also been created, see close-up in figure 3. 



 

 

FIGURE 3. CLOSE-UP OF EA'S, ROAD NETWORK AND POPULATION POINTS 

 

 

Mobility target points (TP)  

This layer contains the travel destination points (node points) that are applied for a specific 

mobility scenario analysis to include the demand side mobility patterns. These can be specific 

locations such as the central business areas or health care centers, schools etc. An alternative (at 

least in principle) is to include all node points in the network as destination points (or, more 

realistically, a smaller set of points uniformly distributed across the urban areas) in order to focus 

on the impacts of a flooded location on overall urban mobility rather than the demand driven 

traffic flow. Due to high computing demand there is a practical limit as to the number of 

destination points that can be applied. 

For the example analysis illustrated below, we have established two destination data layers: 1) a 

dataset with 43 points distributed evenly over the urban area, but "moved" to the nearest 

network node (general urban mobility) and 2) a dataset with only one point indicating the location 

of the central market in Accra. The processing procedure and results are described in the next 

section.  

 

 



General notes on the population model 

Currently, the Accra urban agglomeration in total covers a somewhat larger area than the 

population density map based on the 2010 census data indicates. A map of the estimated full 

urbanizing extent in 2017 has been created by the CLIMACCESS project. It combines a texture-

based classification of segmented Sentinel 10m resolution data with visual interpretation of higher 

resolution google imagery (Møller-Jensen et al. 2020), see figure 4. This map may be applied to 

estimate the recent population distribution while we wait for more accurate distributed, geo-

coded census data from the 2020 census (which will not be available for some time).  

 

FIGURE 4. EXTENT OF THE URBANIZED AREAS OF ACCRA (2017) 

 

The Road Network Dataset 

All travel distances for the analysis has been computed as least-cost distances through the road 

network. A topologically corrected transport network map of the Accra agglomeration area has 

been established based on OpenStreetMap data using the OSMnx Python package (Boeing 2017), 

see figure 5. The OMX-enabled download can be established using the following python code 

# Initiate osmnx 

conda activate geo-env 

import osmnx as ox 

# Import data for the Accra area based on bounding box 

G = ox.graph_from_bbox(6.22, 5.44, 0.170, -0.55, network_type='drive') 

# Create projected dataset and save to disk 

G_projected = ox.project_graph(G) 

ox.save_graph_shapefile(G_projected,filename='c://osmnx-accra-drive1') 

 



 

 

FIGURE 5. TOPOLOGICALLY CORRECTED ROAD NETWORK BASED ON OSM 

 

Following the download of OSM using the OSMnx, the network data has been converted to an 

ArcGIS network dataset for use by the Network functions in ArcGIS (ESRI 2020b). Some additional 

processing steps are is required to ensure correct network topology that reflects local traffic 

conditions, such as marking of one-way streets, see figure 6.  Besides (physical) network distance 

impedance for calculating shortest routes, drive time impedance values have been established to 

enable calculation of fastest routes between origins and destinations. The drive times values are 

based on estimations of urban speed levels reported in the paper Measuring Accessibility and 

Congestion in Accra (Møller-Jensen, Kofie, and Allotey 2012). Three speed classes have been 

applied:  

1: 45.5 km/h  Primary (and similar) 

2: 43.7 km/h  Secondary (and similar) 

3: 28.7 km/h  Tertiary, residential (and similar) 



 

FIGURE 6. IMPLEMENTATION OF ONE-WAY STREET RESTRICTIONS FROM OSM IN THE ARCGIS NETWORK 
DATASET 

 

 

Processing and analysis 

 

Python Script for Road Load computations 

To facilitate the computation of RL values for all roads given set of Origin and Destination input 

points, a Python script has been developed that applies GIS functionality, including network 

analysis, through the ArcPy Python interface to ArcGIS (ESRI 2020a). Please refer to appendix A for 

the full program listing.  

The main functionality of the script is to call the SolveLocationAllocation multiple times, one for 

each destination point in the Destination dataset: 
 

arcpy.na.SolveLocationAllocation("XinFacilities", inDemandPoints, measurement_units, inNetworkDataset, 
                                                               outGeodatabase, outLines, outFacilities, outDemandPoints,  
                                                               outRouteEdges, Number_of_Facilities_to_Find=1,  
                                                               Polygon_Barriers = polybarriers,  
                                                               Allocation_Line_Shape="TRUE_LINES_WITHOUT_MEASURES") 

 



This function will return the least-cost routes from all population points (origins) to a single 
destination point. For each call of SolveLocationAlocation the script subsequently calculates the 
number of routes from all origin points that intersect a specific road segment. This number is 
weighted with the population represented by each origin point and added to the value generated 
by previous iterations. When completed, the attribute table of the road network will contain the 
final number of single-person routes that passes through each road. Figure 7 illustrates an 
example with 43 distributed destination points. 

 

 

FIGURE 7. ACCRA AREA ROAD NETWORK. WIDTH OF LINE INDICATES ROAD LOAD (SEE TEXT). 

 

"Manual" computation of RL values 

This section describes how road load values can be calculated without applying the Python script. 

This is mostly feasible for analysis that involves very few destination points. In this example we will 

look at only one target: the market in the central part of Accra. The fully disaggregated population 

dataset can be used for the analysis, but it will take a very long time to run the functions on all 

population points. For the example below, we have selected only points with a population (weight 

attribute) larger than 1500 persons (equal to 372 populations points). The points have been 

selected using Select-By-Attributes and exported to a separate layer (AggregatedPopulation-

EA2010_372).  
 

Method for computing the road load: 

Load the road network dataset (drive1_210220_ND) and also the road vector dataset 

(AccraRoadsOSM). 



Open the New Closest Facility function in network analyst to compute all routes from the selected 

population points to the central market:  

 Right-click on Facilities and load  the point representing the central market. 

 Right-click on Incidents and load the dataset with the selected population points.  

 Press solve. 

 Save the resulting Routes within the Closest Facility layer to a new file (right-click and export 

data). Call the new dataset Routes372. 

We now need to find out how many persons each route represents. Right click on Routes372 and 

Join the data from the layer with the selected population points. Use IncidentID and OBJECTID as 

keys: 

 

 

 

Right-click on the Routes372 in the table of contents and export the joined data. Call the new 

dataset Routes_372withPOP. 

We now use a Spatial Join to calculate the number of routes that intersects with each road 

segment. 

Run Spatial Join from the toolbox:   

 “Target feature” is the roads: AccraRoadsOSM 

 “Join feature” is the routes: Routes_372withPOP 

 “Join operations”  is JOIN ONE-TO-ONE.  

 “Match option” is: SHARE_A_LINE_SEGMENT_WITH.  

 “Output Feature Class”: RoadsWithLoads.  



Note that we want to calculate the number of routes on each road segment. In the Routes_372-

withPOP layer we have a field called weight. We want to use this field to count the number of 

individual routes:  

 In the “Field Map of Join Features”, right-click on Weight and choose “merge-rule”: sum (see 

below) 

 

 

When the Spatial Join function is run it will examine the routes going from each origin points to 

the destination and find out which roads they use (SHARE_A_LINE_SEGMENT_WITH). Since we 

chose to calculate the SUM of the weights, the result will be the number of people that will travel 

on each road segment.  

The final result can now be mapped using proportional symbols (line width) to illustrate the RL 

values for all roads (see example in figure 8). 



 

FIGURE 8.WIDTH OF LINE INDICATES ROAD LOAD (SEE TEXT). POINTS INDICATE SELECTED POPULATION 

POINTS (ORIGINS) AND STAR INDICATES DESTINATION. 

 

  



 

Mapping the intersections between high road load 

and flood prone locations 
 

FIGURE 9. DETAIL MAP OF ROAD NETWORK AND FLOOD DEPTH DATA 

 

The aim of this section is to describe a method for computing and mapping the intersections 

between Blue Spot locations and road segments, see figure 9. 

The first step is to convert the road network AccraRoadsOSM to a raster dataset with the same cell 

size as the flood raster layers and aligned to these. The cell values should be the RL-attribute. NB: 

convert only roads with a RL-value larger than 0. Raster-GIS functionality is part of the "Spatial 

Analyst" extension of ArcMap (ESRI 2020c). 

Now combine the road raster and the flood raster in order to identify the locations with the 

highest impact on mobility. The most straightforward strategy is to use Raster Calculator to 

identify locations where cells from the flood raster have a higher value than Xcm (the raster value 

units are in meters) and a high "road load" value.  



 

The calculations can be performed on any of the flood layers depending on the magnitude of the 

assumed rain event. 

Visualising the results 

The raster cells are quite small compared to the urban area and it can be difficult to produce a 

final map where the extend of the problematic locations are clearly visible. 

A good idea is, therefore, to convert the raster results back to vector polygons in order to produce 

a vector-based map where problem areas are marked with an appropriate symbol. Use Raster to 

Polygon for the conversion and Feature to Point to subsequently produce a single point for each 

coherent flood polygon that you can use for the mapping, see figure 10. Use only cells with a value 

greater than 0. 

 
 

FIGURE 10. EXAMPLE OUTPUT. RED MARKERS INDICATE LOCATIONS OF FLOOD AREAS DEEPER THAN THE 

SELECTED THRESHOLD. ROAD WIDTH INDICATES RL-LEVELS 



Another solution could be to use "graduate" or "proportional" symbols to visualize the depth 

values for each flood location, see figure 11. This is, however, a bit tricky since we do not want a 

symbol at each raster cell, but rather only one symbol for each flood area. The following method 

can be applied: 
 

In raster: 

1. Use Raster Calculator to compute a binary mask (raster) that covers the cells of interest (those 

on roads with a RL-value larger than a selected threshold T). These cells should be 1, the rest 

should be NoData.  

 con((“RoadRaster10m>T),1)                   

(- provide only the value for ‘True’, the value for ‘False’ will then be NoData) 

2. Run Region Group to create a raster layer in which each cluster of cells from (1) is assigned an 

ID. 

3. Run Zonal Stats (table) to create statistics for the original DepthsAtXXmmRain for each defined 

region (2). 

4. Convert the region raster (2) to vector polygons. 

In vector: 

5. Use Feature to Point to find the centroid point of each polygon from (4) 

6. Join the zonal stat table from (3) to the centroid points based on Region ID 

7. The result can now be visualized using graduated symbols, based on the chosen statistics (f.ex. 

MAX depth). 

 

 

FIGURE 11. THE SIZE OF THE CIRCLE SYMBOL INDICATES WATER DEPTH 
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Appendix A. Python code to execute RL analysis 

based on ArcPy (ArcMAP) 

 
# -*- coding: cp1252 -*- 

# This Python script computes weighted BC (RL) values for a road network 

# Lasse Møller-Jensen, CLIMACCESS WP-C team 

# input: 

# network dataset 

# copy of same street network (for output results) - must have field BC (for now) 

# target points  (this version of the program computes for each target, not nearest target) 

# demand points  field 'Weight' should contain number of people 

 

import arcpy, datetime, time 

from arcpy import env 

drive="d" 

print "Init...",  datetime.datetime.now() 

arcpy.CheckOutExtension("Network") 

 

####################################  setup ############################# 

db= drive+r':\bc_temp\Accra-drive1.gdb'   

measurement_units = "Minutes"   

#measurement_units = "Meters" 

 

#Set environment settings 

pp = drive+r':\BC_temp\Python_temp.gdb'    

env.workspace = pp 

env.overwriteOutput = True 

 

#Set input files - network: 

inNetworkDataset = db+r'\drive1_210220\drive1_210220_ND' 

# make a copy of the roadnet outside the network feature data set and add the field BC  

inNetworkLines = db+r'\roads210220_results'     

roadCur = arcpy.da.UpdateCursor(inNetworkLines,["OBJECTID","BC"]) # Cursor to hold output data.  

 

 #=================================================== 

 inDemandPoints = 'PopPerNode_FromEA_2010_all'    

 targetPoints = 'Target300_tesselation' 

 # Execute only subset of target points 

 minl=1 

 maxl=302 

 index="run1" 

 # No barriers 

 polybarriers = "" 



    # check that the weight field exists in inDemandPoints 

    if len(arcpy.ListFields(inDemandPoints, 'Weight')) == 0: 

          print 'ERROR: The required Weight field does not exist in demand point file:', inDemandPoints 

          exit() 

 

    ######################### end setup ####################### 

    # Start computation ======================================== 

    targetCur = arcpy.da.SearchCursor(targetPoints,["SHAPE@"]) 

    total_lines = int(arcpy.GetCount_management(targetPoints).getOutput(0)) 

    if total_lines>(maxl-minl)+1: 

        total_lines = maxl - minl + 1 

    print "Number of target points:", total_lines 

    dict=(Boeing 2017) # to hold final demand counts for routes 

    outGeodatabase  = pp 

    outLines        = "PythLines"+index 

    outFacilities   ="" 

    outDemandPoints ="" 

    outRouteEdges   = "PythRouteEdges"+index 

    outSummary      = "summary"+index 

    cnt=0 

 

    start=time.time()   # Timer =============== 

    t1= datetime.datetime.now() 

    tottime=0 

    processed_lines=0 

     

    print "Target point number:" 

    for target in targetCur: 

        cnt=cnt+1 

        if cnt<minl or cnt>maxl: 

            continue 

        print cnt, 

        processed_lines = processed_lines + 1 

        geometry_type = "POINT" 

        template = targetPoints 

        has_m = "DISABLED" 

        has_z = "DISABLED" 

 

        # Use Describe to get a SpatialReference object 

        spatial_reference = arcpy.Describe(targetPoints).spatialReference 

 

        # Delete existing and execute CreateFeatureclass   (should only delete if it exists) or move it to the end 

        arcpy.Delete_management("XinFacilities")   # temporary file 

        arcpy.CreateFeatureclass_management(pp, "XinFacilities", geometry_type, template,  

        has_m, has_z, spatial_reference) 

        orows = arcpy.da.InsertCursor("XinFacilities",["SHAPE@"]) 



 

        orows.insertRow([target[0]]) 

        del orows 

 

        print "Solving location-allocation..." , #==================================== 

        # Run SolveLocationAllocation.  

        arcpy.na.SolveLocationAllocation("XinFacilities", inDemandPoints,  

                                    measurement_units, inNetworkDataset,  

                                    outGeodatabase, outLines, outFacilities,  

                                    outDemandPoints, outRouteEdges,  

                                    Number_of_Facilities_to_Find=1,    

                                    Polygon_Barriers = polybarriers,       

                                    Allocation_Line_Shape="TRUE_LINES_WITHOUT_MEASURES" 

                                         ) 

           # print "Assigning route counts to roads...", datetime.datetime.now() 

           # runs through outRouteEdges and finds the corresponding demand count in outLines 

           edgeCur = arcpy.da.SearchCursor(outRouteEdges,["RouteID","SourceOID","Shape_Length"]) 

           lineCur = arcpy.SearchCursor(outLines) 

           line=lineCur.next() 

           count=0 

           # start processing results of LA analysis 

           for edge in edgeCur: 

               if line.ObjectID <> edge[0]:    # checkker ikke pt for korrekt sortering 

                   line=lineCur.next()                

               if (edge[2]>0):     

                    if edge[1] in dict: 

                        dict[edge[1]] = dict[edge[1]] + line.Weight   

                    else: 

                        dict[edge[1]] = line.Weight 

        t2 = datetime.datetime.now() 

        tx = (t2-t1).seconds 

        t1 = t2 

        tottime = tottime+tx 

        meantime= tottime/processed_lines 

        timeleft = int(meantime*(total_lines - processed_lines) / 60) 

        finishtime= time.ctime(start+(meantime*total_lines)) 

        print t2, tx/60, finishtime 

    print "Saving BC values" 

    for road in roadCur: 

        if road[0] in dict:  # Not all roads have values! 

            road[1] = dict[road[0]] 

        else: 

            road[1] = 0   

        roadCur.updateRow(road) 

    del roadCur 

    del edgeCur 



    del lineCur 

 

 

    print "Script completed successfully at", datetime.datetime.now() 

    print "----------------------------------------------------------------------------" 

    print "Demand:", inDemandPoints 

    print "Target:", targetPoints, minl, maxl 

    print "Output in BC field in file:", inNetworkLines 

    print "Mean time per target point:", meantime/60, 'minutes' 

    print "Total running time:", tottime/60, 'minutes' 

    

 


